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THE 
SCHOOL CURRICULUM IS 
DIVIDED INTO FACULTIES 

LED BY A DIRECTOR OF 
LEARNING, LINKED TO A 
MEMBER OF THE SENIOR 

LEADERSHIP TEAM.

CURRICULUM

OUTLINE
OVERVIEW

At Priestnall School we firmly believe that all children, irrespective 
of their background and starting point, are entitled to a broad and 
ambitious curriculum. To that end, we are delighted to offer an 
innovative and knowledge-rich curriculum, which enables any student 
at Priestnall School to fulfil their potential and develop the all-important 
skills and qualities, which will serve them well in later life.

The curriculum reflects the Priestnall School vision of ‘Educating 
for Life’ and is child centred. Our curriculum delivers vital subject 
knowledge and skills, which are complemented by a raft of enrichment 
activities that broaden and extend the student experience.

The curriculum is designed to give all students the opportunity to 
develop as enquiring individuals who feel valued and respected, 
so that they, in turn, learn to value those around them. Equality of 
opportunity is a key principle in the design of our curriculum model 
and we fully support the entitlement that students have to study the 
English Baccalaureate.

We operate a 3:2 curriculum model with three years (KS3) assigned for the delivery of our Year 7, 8 and 
9 programmes of study.  These programmes of study have been carefully crafted to ensure that they go 
beyond the requirements set out by the National Curriculum.

At the end of Year 9, students opt for subjects that they will study in Years 10 and 11 (KS4) and they 
complete those subjects by the end of Year 11. Our highly flexible two-year curriculum delivered in Years 
10 and 11 allows us to create personalised guided pathways for our students.

In addition to a focus on cross-curricular skills, we use the co-curriculum to enhance wider personal 
development and promote positive attitudes to learning.

The co-curriculum underpins our school culture and prepares students for life in modern Britain through 
the teaching of responsibility, respect, tolerance and acceptance in everything we do.
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At Priestnall School equality and diversity is promoted through an inclusive curriculum offer. We provide all 
our students with the opportunity to succeed and to reach the highest level of personal achievement.

We shall achieve this by:

• The promotion of equality of opportunity.
• Challenging discrimination in all areas of the curriculum.
• Ensuring that curriculum planning will take account of the needs of all.
• Monitoring and evaluating curriculum provision at school so that it represents a diverse culture and 

society and encourages tolerance and respect.
• Ensuring that the teaching methods used in the delivery of the curriculum will be diverse and appropriate 

for all needs and learning styles.
• Providing resources that reflect and promote equal access for all.
• Promoting cultural understanding and awareness through the content and delivery of the curriculum.
• Actively closing gaps in attainment and achievement between students for all groups of students; 

especially students eligible for Pupil Premium, students with special educational needs and disabilities, 
looked after children and students from minority ethnic groups.

CURRICULUM

EQUALITY & DIVERSITY
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Using the Virtual Learning Environment 

There is a need for students to work independently if they are 
going to achieve their true potential.  In school staff will set work 
that increasingly relies on students working through problems and 
issues at their own pace; making decisions about what resources 
to use and which approaches to take.  Students also need to work 
more independently at home.

INDEPENDENT 
LEARNING
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Students and parents can access resources 
from home via the School’s Learning platform.  
The platform is called Frog and is accessible 
via the school website, by clicking on the 
blue frog at the top of the screen (see picture 
below).  Students have a login for the school 
network, and this is the same username and 
password that is required to access Frog 
when outside the school building.  Parents 
should have a username and password 
issued.  If you do not, then please contact the 
school office. 

Within Frog there are a growing number of 
resources that are available to students and 
parents.  A group of teachers are currently 
developing content and this will be used more 
widely during the course of this year.  When a 
new page (known as a “site”) is created and 
you are given access to it, you will receive a 
notification.

The Learning platform will become increasingly 
interactive, allowing students to access and 
submit work.

Parents can currently access the Priestnall 
post from their home page and access student 
reports that are issued each half term.

The aim of the platform is to improve 
communication, sharing information more 
effectively and ensuring that all students have 
the support needed to ensure they realise their 
true potential.
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GLOSSARY OF 
TERMS

CYPD 
Children’s & Young People’s 
Directorate 

DfE   
Department of Education

DLD   
Deep Learning Day

FSMQ   
Free Standing Mathematics 
Qualification

GCSE   
General Certificate of 
Secondary Education

NQF   
National Qualification 
Framework

NVQ   
National Vocational 
Qualifications 

QCDA   
Qualifications and Curriculum 
Development Agency 

UCAS   
Managing applications to 
higher education courses 
in the UK 
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Macbeth 

Autumn 
Term

Spring Term

Summer 
Term

EN2  EN1 Reading

ENGLISH  
In English, the students follow a comprehensive and exciting programme 
of study, which is based on both the National Literacy Strategy and the 
National Curriculum. 

Once a fortnight students have a timetabled library lesson. This is to enable them to take books 
out of the library but also to extend their reading repertoire within a focused context.  In addition, 
class teaching is supplemented by a range of extra-curricular opportunities including trips, visits 
and clubs. 

Grammar for Writing:Writing 
the World
EN3 Writing

The Woman in Black
EN2 Reading

Grammar for Writing: Spy Fiction
EN3 Writing

Powerful Poetry
EN2 Reading

Powerful Speeches
Reading Exam Preparation
EN3 Writing
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EN2 - READING

EN3 - WRITING

Students are encouraged to read widely, with 
enjoyment and understanding; they are given 
the opportunity to read a wide range of texts 
including pre and post 1914 literature, plays 
and poetry.

Students are taught the skills necessary for both fiction and non-fiction writing; they are encouraged 
to craft and analyse their writing, establishing the effect on the reader. Students are taught to write 
accurately and a variety of skills are developed including spelling, punctuation and grammar. 

Assessment is an integral part of all schemes of work; students are assessed in Speaking and 
Listening, Writing and Reading. Formative or summative assessments will be completed each half 
term and at the end of Year 7 a formal examination is taken. 

Each lesson is directed towards a particular Assessment Focus for Reading or Writing. Programmes 
of study alternate between schemes of work that are predominantly reading and schemes that are 
predominantly writing. Within these schemes, there are opportunities for speaking and listening 
activities such as role play, discussion and formal talks.

EN1 - SPEAKING AND LISTENING
Students are taught to communicate effectively 
and become confident, articulate speakers. 
Listening skills are developed and refined. 

Parental support is paramount and can be 
demonstrated through encouraging your child to 
read, reading with your child and discussing their 
reading choices or preferred genres. Having access 
to a Broadsheet newspaper at least once a week is 
beneficial in terms of being aware of current affairs 
and having access to good writing. Attending plays 
and productions is another enjoyable social event that 
can enhance English skills.
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MA1 
Using and Applying Mathematics

MATHS  
Students in Year 8 follow a course designed to reinforce the work done 
in Year 7 and to extend this in preparation for starting more demanding 
topics in Year 9.

MA1 will be approached with activities during lessons and with extended tasks exploring 
mathematical concepts. These tasks will involve functional skills elements of the curriculum.
 
Students will be assessed after each topic with Unit tests taking place every 4-6 weeks, 
depending on the length of the unit being taught.
 
With the increased emphasis on the non-calculator skills, students will have the opportunity to 
improve their mental arithmetic skills to help them develop strategies for problem solving.

The Year 8 scheme of work has been recently reviewed and rewritten to incorporate some of 
the ‘Mastery’ approach which has proved to be highly successful in such countries as China 
and Singapore. Whilst there are significant cultural differences we feel that there are aspects of 
this approach that can be beneficial to our students and we have incorporated some of these 
methods into our curriculum.

MA2
Number and Algebra

MA3
Shape and Space

MA4
Data Handling
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METHOD MATHS

PIXL MATHS APP

https://www.methodmaths.com/login.html

Students will also be given access to The PiXL Maths 
App. This will enable them to improve their skills in 
a fun and engaging way that will challenge them at 

an individual appropriate level.

MATHSWATCH
https://www.mathswatchvle.com 

 
Students are expected to be fully prepared for all lessons; ensuring they have all equipment and books. This 
will mean bringing the following: scientific calculator, protractor, compasses, pen, pencil and ruler.
 
Homework is an integral part of the course and students will be expected to complete this on a weekly 
basis, either by way of written assignments or using the Mathswatch on-line resource.  Every week students 
will receive a Skills Check as homework to reinforce commonly used skills. 

We aim to teach our students to take responsibility for their own learning and to have sufficient confidence 
and enjoyment of the subject to think independently.

https://mathsapp.pixl.org.uk/
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SCIENCE 
The program of study for Key Stage 3 Science follows the National 
Curriculum, ensuring students are exposed to relevant ideas which are 
relatable to real world contexts. Our schemes of learning have been 
written “in-house” to provide opportunities for engaging practical work 
wherever possible and to encourage students to apply what they learn 
to the world around them.

TOPIC ORDER KEY TASKS

 8A Food & Nutrition
Homework: health & safety contract.
Homework: online retrieval practice.
Revision: for end-of-topic assessment.

Baseline assessment: multiple-choice + extended writing questions on Food & 
Nutrition.

7H/8F Atoms, Elements 
& The Periodic Table

Homework: elements and their uses, research  
questions.
Homework: online retrieval practice.

8E Combustion 
Core Practical: combustion
Homework: online retrieval practice.
Homework: revision.

7H/8F & 8E progress check: multiple-choice, not graded, to check understanding 
and identify gaps

8B Plant Reproduction
Homework: improvement task.
Homework: uses of plants, research questions.
Homework: online retrieval practice.

8J Light Homework: online retrieval practice.
Homework: revision for mid-year assessment.

Mid-year assessment:  written test on Plant Reproduction and Light.

8K Energy Transfers

Homework: improvement task.
Homework: insulating your home, research        ques-
tions.
Homework: online retrieval practice.

8C Breathing & 
Respiration

Core Practical: exercise and breathing rates 
experiment.
Homework: online retrieval practice.
Homework: revision.

8I & 8C progress check:   multiple-choice, not graded, to check understanding 
and identify gaps.
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Students undertake a variety of assessments in Science. A small number of assessments are used at 
strategic points to evaluate performance, interspersed with less formal progress checks to help students 
identify knowledge gaps and set meaningful targets for improvement. Practical skills are refined through 
bespoke “Core Practical” lessons which help develop understanding of the scientific process.

THE PRIESTNALL FROG

EDUCAKE

The Priestnall Frog (www.priestnall.stockport.sch.uk) 
has revision resources for the units taught. There are 
also exam tips and many other helpful support areas. 
These can be found under All Subjects and Science .
Educake is an online science learning platform.
All students should have received a username and 
password and spent some time in an IT room with 
their Science teacher exploring how to use Educake.
 

Encourage the use of revision websites such 
as BBC Bitesize 

CGP KS3 Science Complete Revision and 
Practice Guides are available from the school 
library at a cost of £6.00 each. 

Encourage your child to see his/her Science 
teacher for extra help and support if they need.

Encourage the creation of a revision timetable 
well before the assessment date.

Help students create individual revision materials 
(i.e. mind maps, flash cards, revision notes etc).
Ensure that all classwork and homework is 
complete and is of a good standard.  Please 
use Frog to keep up to date on homework tasks 
that are set by your child’s Science teacher.

HOW CAN YOU HELP YOUR CHILD?

8G Metals & their 
uses

Homework: improvement task.
Homework: online retrieval practice.
Homework: metals research questions.

7L Sound Homework: online retrieval practice.
Homework: revision.

8G & 7L progress check:   multiple-choice, not graded, to check understanding 
and identify gaps

8I Fluids

Homework: improvement task.
Core Practical: investigating how streamlining affects 
drag.
Homework: online retrieval practice.
Homework: revision for end-of-year assessment.

End-of-Year assessment: written test covering up to five of the topics studied 
during Year 8.

8D Unicellular 
Organisms

Homework: online retrieval practice.
Multiple-choice progress check: to identify knowledge 
gaps.

Students can complete the tasks set on Educake 
on their PC, tablet or smartphone by going to www.
educake.co.uk. There is also an Educake app which 
students can download to their smartphone. Your son/
daughter’s Science teacher will be setting homework 
and revision on Educake; however, students can 
also set themselves tests for more practice. Every 
question is auto-marked, and students get instant 
feedback. We strongly advise your son/daughter to 
revisit their Educake work and retry tests which have 
been set as this will develop their learning. Educake 
also provides students with pre-assigned tests based 
on their weaknesses which again are beneficial for 
them to attempt during their home learning time. 
 
There are a couple of things students need to be 
aware of when answering questions on Educake; 
Small spelling mistakes are accepted. In most cases 
answers can have up to two letters wrong and they are 
still marked as correct. Complete sentences are not 
required, Educake questions have one-word answers, 
however occasionally the answer is a multiple word 
phrase like “protons and neutrons”. 
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Assessment Programme 
Regular assessments take account of 
student progress in the areas of:
• Recording and investigation
• Visual elements and media
• Reflection and understanding
• Independent learning and personalisation 

of outcomes.

ART, CRAFT & DESIGN  
Art and Design is on every students’ timetable in Year 8 and offers a 
broad and creative curriculum exploring a range of themes, materials 
and processes. 

In art, craft and design we explore 
the things that we see and feel to 
communicate ideas and meanings. We will 
revisit subjects from the genres of people, 
places and objects.

We work with traditional and where 
possible new media, developing greater 
confidence, technical skills, and promoting 
imagination and creativity. 

We learn to appreciate and value images 
and artefacts across times and cultures 
and to understand the contexts in which 
they were made. 

In art, craft and design we assess our own 
and other people’s work, judging quality, 
value and meaning. 

IN SUMMARY
We learn to think and act as artists, 
craftspeople and designers, working 
creatively and intelligently. 

We develop an appreciation of art, craft 
and design, and its role in the creative and 
cultural industries that enrich our lives. 

Parents can support students’ creative and 
skill-based development by encouraging 
the extension of drawing at home, visiting 
galleries in person and online, and through 
the refinement and completion of class work 
at home.
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COMPUTING & 
BUSINESS STUDIES 
Computing Systems

This unit takes learners on a tour through the different layers of computing 
systems: from programs and the operating system, to the physical components 
that store and execute these programs, to the fundamental binary building blocks 
that these components consist of.  The aim is to provide a concise overview of 
how computing systems operate, conveying the essentials and abstracting away 
the technical details that might confuse or put off learners.

Developing for the web

In this unit, learners will explore the technologies that make up the internet and 
World Wide Web. Starting with an exploration of the building blocks of the World 
Wide Web, HTML, and CSS, learners will investigate how websites are catalogued 
and organised for effective retrieval using search engines. By the end of the unit, 
learners will have a functioning website.

Introduction to Python programming

This unit introduces learners to text-based programming with Python. The 
lessons form a journey that starts with simple programs involving input and 
output, and gradually moves on through arithmetic operations, randomness, 
selection, and iteration. Emphasis is placed on tackling common misconceptions 
and elucidating the mechanics of program execution.

Media: vector graphics

Vector graphics can be used to design anything from logos and icons to posters, 
board games, and complex illustrations. Through this unit, students will be able 
to better understand the processes involved in creating such graphics and will be 
provided with the knowledge and tools to create their own.

Mobile app development

Using event-driven programming to create an online gaming app.

Representations from clay to silicon

This unit conveys essential knowledge relating to binary representations. The 
activities gradually introduce learners to binary digits and how they can be used 
to represent text and numbers. The concepts are linked to practical applications 
and problems that the learners are familiar with.
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DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY
In Year 8, students study the six areas of Design and Technology; Product 
Design, Graphic Communication, Electronics, Materials, Fashion & Textiles and 
Food & Nutrition. 

Assessment 
Assessment of students designing and mak-
ing capability is carried out though a range of 
a designing and making core knowledge pro-
jects. In Year 8 students are not in sets and 
are taught in five mixed ability groups.

Students use a wide range of materials to design and make products. They develop 
their understanding of designing and making by investigating products studying 
core concepts and finding out about the work of professional designers and the 
manufacturing industry. 

Students use computers, including Computer-Aided-Design software, as an integral part of designing 
and making. Design and Technology prepares students to participate in tomorrow’s rapidly changing 
technologies. The subject calls for students to become autonomous and creative problem solvers, 
both as individuals and as members of a team. They combine practical skills with an understanding 
of aesthetics, social and environmental issues, function and industrial practices. 

Students are taught aspects of: 
Developing, planning and communicating ideas 
Working with tools, equipment, materials and components to produce quality products 
Evaluating processes and products 
Knowledge and understanding of materials and components 
Knowledge and understanding of health & nutrition 

These are taught through the following activities: 
Product Evaluation and Analysis 
Focused Practical Tasks 
Design and Make Assignments 

Homework for Year 8 will be issued through the Priestnall Learning Platform Frog drive.

IN SUMMARY
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DRAMA 
During Year 8 students will:

1. Reflect on their participation in drama and identify areas for their 
development or dramatic techniques, e.g. keep a reflective record of their 
contributions to dramatic improvisation and presentation; 

2. Develop the dramatic techniques that enable them to create and sustain a 
variety of roles; 

3. Explore and develop ideas, issues and relationships through work in role; 
collaborate in, and evaluate, the presentation of dramatic performances, 
scripted and unscripted, which explore character, relationships and issues. 

• Consolidate and deepen their understanding of how space, movement and 
voice communicate meaning, and evaluate that use 

• Work constructively and creatively alone and with all other members of the 
class, consolidating the ability to negotiate, make decisions, select and 
apply a range of techniques and structures as part of a group 

• Understand and apply the skills required for effective spontaneous 
improvisation 

• Use a range of approaches to create credible characterisations, varying 
vocabulary and body language as appropriate 

• Develop the ability to use a range of skills and techniques to structure an 
effective performance 

• Understand and apply the common and discrete skills required in the 
process and the performance of drama. 

• Use and understand the following technical vocabulary 

Status 
Accepting
Blocking
Building 
Teacher in role
Forum theatre
Flashback

Hot-seating 
Characterisation
Protagonist
Objective
Traverse 
Configuration
Genre

Duologue
Motivation
Non-naturalistic 
Script 
Point of conflict
Playing the action
Proscenium 

(opening staging) 
Theatre-in-the-
round
Externalised 
conscience 

• Discuss and analyse the issues and themes involved in their work, showing an 
awareness of their own experience and that of others 

• Demonstrate an understanding of the difference between spontaneous 
improvisation and prepared improvisation 

• Develop their ability to reflect upon and respond constructively and sensitivity 
to their own work and that of others in the class, showing an awareness of the 
differences between form and content in their evaluations and analysis 
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How is globalisation changing the 
world? The impact of globalisation on 
our lives and the lives of people in low 
income countries.

How should we protect ourselves from 
tectonic hazards?  Plate tectonics, the 
causes and effects of earthquakes, 
management of earthquakes in high 
and low income areas of the world.

Can economic development ever be 
sustainable in Africa?  Ecosystems 
and resource exploitation in Africa, 
challenges and opportunities for 

GEOGRAPHY
A high-quality Geography education aims to inspire in students a curiosity and 
fascination about the world and its. We aim to equip students with knowledge 
about diverse places, people, resources and natural and human environments, 
together with a deep understanding of the Earth’s key physical and human 
processes. The big questions we will investigate in Year 8 are:

There are five aspects to being an outstanding 
Geographer therefore students will be assessed 
on their ability to: 

Know information as a Geographer - knowledge of 
locations, places, environments 

Think as a Geographer - understanding of the 
processes that lead to the specific characteristics 
of places 

Study as a Geographer - competence in a range of 
skills including fieldwork, mapping and GIS and in 
researching 

Apply ideas as a Geographer - apply geographical 
knowledge, understanding and skills to real world 
contexts

development in Africa, changing 
relationships with Africa and the wider 
world

Can we cope with the growth of Asia? 
Population change, development, resource 
availability and use and sustainability in 
Asia.

What parents/carers can do at home to help:
• Encourage pupils to read and use maps 

whenever possible when at home, on days 
out or on holiday.

• Encourage pupils to complete the homework 
tasks that are set for them. Homework will be 
assessed through either teacher assessment 
or students will use their homework within a 
lesson and will receive feedback on it within 
the lesson. 

• Encourage pupils to take an interest in world 
events by looking for stories connected to 
Geography and the environment in the news.

Communicate as a Geographer - develop 
well-evidenced arguments drawing on their 
geographical knowledge and understanding
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HISTORY
In Year 8 students focus on the following topics. 

1901 to the present day
Here students will focus on the First World 
War. Students will consider the causes 
of the Great War and will address such 
questions as ‘What were the trenches really 
like? ‘and ‘Why did some men refuse to 
fight?’ The topic then extends further into 
an investigation into why women got the 
vote in 1918. 
 

INDUSTRY & EMPIRE

THE RISE OF HITLER

CIVIL RIGHTS

CHALLENGES FOR BRITAIN, 
EUROPE AND THE WIDER WORLD

Britain, 1745 -1901
In this study students learn about the British Empire combined with the impact of 
the Industrial Revolution on lives in Britain. This involves an in-depth study on India. 
Students will then focus on nineteenth century living and working conditions, before 
moving on to Britain’s role in the Slave Trade. Starting with the civilised nature of 
African society students trace the large scale movement of people in the slave 
trade, the horrors of the middle passage, the culture developed by slaves and the 
fight for freedom and equality over 400 years.

Students will carry out an in-depth study of 
Hitler’s rise to power in Germany in 1933. 
They will consider the Treaty of Versailles, 
the development of the Nazi party in the 
1920s, the Great Depression, how Hitler 
was able to become leader of Germany 
and ultimately the outbreak of World War 
Two .  
In terms of supporting youngsters at home 
we always ask that parents/carers sign 
and discuss though the points raised on 
students assessments sheets following 
assessed pieces of work.

1920s and onwards
At the end of Year 8 students examine how far Civil 
Rights have been achieved for Black people in the 
modern day. This study will focus on issues such 
as lynching in the 1920s, the civil rights movement 
led by Martin Luther King in the 1960s and the 
extent of racism today.

 
How to support your child
Parents are able to support their child by 
accessing the ‘Year 8’ section which can be 
found on the History section of the Learning 
Platform. This contains a list of all topics covered 
in class, including supporting Power-points. All 
assessments can also be accessed here including 
mark schemes. This can be used as a stimulus for 
parents to extend their knowledge further in order 
to support their child at home. For the first time this 
year, our Year 8 students will be attempting GCSE 
style questions, in anticipation of them studying 
GCSE History in Year 10.
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MODERN FOREIGN 
LANGUAGES
Students in Year 8 continue their studies of French or Spanish (whichever 
language they were allocated in Year 7). This course builds on their Year 
7 language studies. Year 8 classwork and homework develops listening, 
reading, speaking and writing skills with a key focus on grammar, phonics and 
vocabulary. All learners are embarking on a very important learning journey as 
we cover tenses in some detail in Year 8 alongside the regular focus on other 
grammar elements. 

During Year 8, students become more competent users of the language and will 
express themselves in speaking using superb pronunciation and in writing more 
accurately and with more detail using more complex language and vocabulary. 
They will continue to improve their understanding of the language by listening to 
a variety of recorded material such as songs and poems and reading a range of 
texts. 

OVERVIEW THEME/TOPIC

Autumn  
Term 1

• Asking how to say and write new words in French
• Distinguishing between being and having
• Talking about jobs
• Talking about what, when, where and why you celebrate
• Talking about how people celebrate
• What happens and doesn’t happen

Autumn  
Term 2

• Talking about what you are doing today vs what you did yesterday
• Sharing past experiences
• People and places in the past
• Asking about what happened in the past
• Extended reading: journalistic text
• Talking about what you do in your free time and where you do it
• Talking about parts and wholes

Spring 
Term 1

• Talking about nouns you can’t count
• What is it like? 
• Saying what you do or did in a typical day
• Talking about what groups of people do
• Formal and informal situations: Talking to people you do and don’t know

Spring 
Term 2

• Talking about what you and others do at school
• Talking about what you are doing this week and what you do every week
• What is it like? Describing more than one thing
• Talking about what you can, must, will and want to do

FRENCH
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Summer
Term 1

• What is it like? Comparing things
• Talking about how groups of people do things
• Comparing how people do things
• Communicating in other languages

Summer 
Term 2

• Communicating in other languages
• Talking about the environment
• Talking about what groups of people did
• Talking about what you did and have done
• Asking about what you did and have done
• Extended reading: poetry

OVERVIEW THEME/TOPIC

Autumn  
Term 1

• Describing events in the past and present (Travel) 
• Comparing past experiences 
• Talking about people and places now vs in general 
• Comparing what you and someone else (‘we’) do (News and Media) 
• Describing what different people do (At home) 
• Asking what people can and must do (In class) 
• Describing what you and someone else (we) do (Parties / celebrations) 

Autumn  
Term 2

• Describing events in the past and present (At school) 
• Describing events in the past and present (Free time activities) 
• Describing how people feel in the present (Feelings and emotions) 
• Describing where people go and why 
• Learning about a South American country 

Spring 
Term 1

• Describing what people do (Technology and Social networks) 
• Describing events in the past and present (Travel) 
• Describing events in the past and present (Environment) 
• Saying what you do for others 
• Talking about daily life and routines

Spring 
Term 2

• Describing a series of events 
• Talking about giving and receiving 
• Giving opinions about school

Summer
Term 1

• Describing people’s intentions 
• Describing and comparing possessions 
• Describing the weather at different times 
• Comparing where people go and went

Summer 
Term 2

• Learning about a famous Spanish speaking person 
• Describing what is happening now 
• Describing traditions in Spanish-speaking countries 
• Comparing future plans 

SPANISH
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CULTURAL LINKS 
We endeavour to provide as many opportunities as possible for students to learn about the cultural aspects 
of French or Spanish life. We make cultural links at appropriate times throughout the course. Each half term 
ends with a creative homework that the pupils produce over an extended period of time and there is always 
the opportunity to embed some cultural research and knowledge in here to share with the class. We also 
aim to study one film in the target language.

ASSESSMENT
Learners are assessed each half term and face two main assessment weeks in February and June.
Assessments over the year cover the main skills of listening, speaking, reading, writing and we assess the 
areas of phonics and liaison, vocabulary and grammar regularly. Preparation for and performance in all 
assessments is tracked thoroughly. Students are expected to prioritise accordingly and manage their time 
effectively in order to make the most of their language learning opportunity. Full focus and application is 
vital right from the start to ensure all basic content is grasped early days which is a massive confidence 
booster in later lesson when we revisit items.

INDEPENDENT STUDY AND HOMEWORK
Learners are set a homework every other lesson. This might be a worksheet, online consolidation, a written 
piece. Homework is varied and assessed in different ways each time. Learners are set regular vocabulary 
learning from their lesson information/key vocabulary sheets and these words are tested regularly. We 
appreciate all pupils learn in different ways and indeed, we discuss options in class. We also provide 
regular links to superb vocabulary learning homework sheets which have sound files embedded and links to 
QUIZLET where pupils can learn online using a variety of tasks and puzzles.
We also provide regular links to the Oak National Academy video tutorials which tie in with our course 
perfectly and offer superb revision, consolidation or catch-up opportunities.

REVISION ADVICE AND USEFUL INFORMATION 
HOW LEARNERS CAN HELP THEMSELVES

LISTENING AND READING 

Learning as much topic-related vocabulary as 
possible. Vocabulary building needs to be done at 
regular intervals and not just when learning is set 
for homework for a test. Students are expected 
to revise lesson content each evening after a 
Languages lesson has been delivered.  Practise 
finding and using synonyms.  Use reading and 
listening materials online to enhance understanding. 
Their language teacher will be happy to help with 
any difficulties they encounter. 

SPEAKING AND WRITING 

Ensure all class notes are up to date and thorough 
to be used to support revision for assessments. 
Make sure different tenses are included.

HOW YOU CAN HELP YOUR CHILD

Test them at regular intervals. This does not mean 
that you should be spending hours learning it 
with them!  Encourage them to use the internet to 
practise vocabulary/grammar they have learnt: 
www.atantot.co.uk 
www.languagesonline.co.uk 
Encourage them to use the strategies on how to 
learn effectively throughout the course.
Encourage them to learn their notes regularly and 
also revisit the lesson info/vocabulary sheets as 
well as the homework vocab learning sheets and 
QUIZLET. The key is to approach all initial learning in 
small chunks and then revisit little and often!

RESOURCES TO BUY 

If students have not already purchased a bilingual 
dictionary it is necessary to do so since, when used 
properly and with lots of practice, it is an important 
tool to help improve the quality of work.
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MUSIC
All students are individuals and therefore have different learning styles and 
musical tastes, which is why our Year 8 curriculum values all music styles, 
skills and instruments and is designed to broaden minds and foster a love of all 
music that students of all abilities and backgrounds will enjoy.  Instrumentalists 
are encouraged to perform on their instruments during their normal curriculum 
music lessons.
 

During Year 8, students study a wide range of musical genres, with many 
opportunities for prac-tical learning. The students explore a different Scheme 
of Work each half term:

IN SUMMARY

TERM 1a 
VARIATIONS

• During the Variations Scheme of Work students will 
develop their ability to recognise, ex-plore and make 
creative use of musical devices found in variation 
form. 

• They will explore and learn how musical ideas can be 
changed to create different moods and effects.

• Students will develop their performance and 
compositional skills by composing variations on the 
theme of Frère Jacques.

TERM 1b 
GROUND BASS

• During the Ground Bass Scheme of Work students 
will explore and learn about the com-positional device 
known as Ground Bass. 

• tudents will also explore and learn about the history 
and origins of Baroque music and prominent 
composers of the period.

• They will develop their performance and Listening and 
Appraising skills through Pachel-bels Canon in D.

TERM 2a 
ROCK ‘N’ ROLL

• During the Rock ‘n’ Roll Scheme of Work students will 
explore the music and culture as-sociated with the 
1950’s and its influence on modern day music and 
fashion. 

• Students will further develop their performance skills 
by learning to play individually and as part of an 
ensemble, music from the 1950’s such as Rock around 
the clock and ‘Let’s Dance’.
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“One good thing about music, 
when it hits you, you feel no 

pain.” 
Bob Marley

TERM 2b 
LATIN 
AMERICAN 
MUSIC

• Students will explore and learn about the key features 
and characteristics of Latin American music.

• They will also explore and learn about culture and 
history associated with this genre. 

• Students will perform a variety of related pieces 
including Tango, Salsa and Samba.

TERM 3a
COMPOSITION

• In this Scheme of Work students will develop their 
compositional skills through basic melody writing 
activities based on simple scales such the pentatonic 
scale.

• The students will develop their knowledge and 
understanding of standard notation through the use of 
music specific software such as Sibelius.

TERM 3b 
MUSICALS

• Students will explore and learn about the key features 
and characteristics of Musicals.

• They will also analyse the history and plot lines of 
several famous/popular musicals. 

• Students will improve and develop their keyboard and 
performing skills through learning how to play music 
from Chicago.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION  

Students will have 5 lessons of PE over the two week timetable at 
Priestnall School. They will follow a rotation of activities throughout 
the year covering all areas of the national curriculum. They will spend 
8 lessons on each activity before been assessed using the national 
curriculum Physical Education criteria. 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Students are also encouraged to attend one of the many clubs/teams during lunchtime and after 
school. Please refer the PE/Dance extra-curricular timetables. The nature of the sports/activities 
change in September and April.

Fitness
Orienteering
Athletics
Rounders
Cricket

Football
Rugby
Badminton
Basketball
Handball

GIRLS

Students will participate in the following activites:

Tennis
Softball
Table Tennis
Dance 
Gymnastics

BOYS

Handball
Fitness
Athletics
Rounders
Tennis

Netball
Dance
Gymnastics
Hockey
Badminton

Rugby
Softball 
Orienteering
Basketball
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Priestnall School Physical Education Journey Curriculum Map Year 7-11 
“Striving For a Healthy, Active and Skilful Future” 

 

Year 
7  

Year 
9  

Year 
10&11  

  

Year 
10/11 
Options 
 

Pursuit in 
specialist study 

GCSE PE & OCR Sports Studies  

GCSE Dance & BTEC 
Dance  

Building healthy and 
active futures 

Year 

8 
 

Refining and 
Thriving 

Developing Skills and 
Embedding 
Knowledge 

Inspiring and Broadening 
Sporting Experiences 

Physical ME 

 

Healthy ME 

 

Leading ME 

 

Thinking ME 

 

Creative ME 
 

Your 
Physical 
Education 
Journey 
starts 
here…… 
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PERSONAL 
DEVELOPMENT
The Beliefs and Values department has changed and is now the Personal 
Development department to reflect the importance of our students and 
staff developing both academically and as unique individuals.

In Year 8 students will study:

1. How did we get here? - An exploration of philosophical questions about 
the origins of the universe and life.  This unit includes an exploration of 
philosophical questions, theories of evolution and the big bang, different 
creation narratives (including comparison and contrast of shared themes and 
concepts) and discussion of the possibilities of other life in the universe.

2. Why is Jewish Identity protected - Exploring protected identity in beliefs in 
general and Jewish identity in particular.  Exploring Judaism as a faith identity 
and a national identity.  The impact of the Holocaust. Israel and Palestine.

3. Why is consent so important? - Considering different methods and forms of 
consent in relationships and the importance of consent in relationships and 
intimacy

4. Why are relationships so intense? - Thinking about different forms of relationship, their 
importance and impact for mental health and emotional wellbeing, intense emotions experience 
during relationship changes, including divorce and bereavement, and managing intense 
emotions.

5. What does it mean to be Sikhi? - 4 lessons exploring key principles, beliefs and practices within 
sikism

6. First Aid - including initial assessment, DR ABC (Danger? Response? Airway? Breathing? 
Circulation?), practical CPR and use of defibrillators)

7. What makes a relationship good? - Recognising the benefits of healthy relationships, considering 
what makes a relationship healthy, important elements of relationships including attraction, 
intimacy, companionship, mutual support, etc. Recognising healthy and unhealthy relationships.

8. What will I do with my future? - Considering interests, skills, abilities. Exploring different career 
streams and types of work, following the process of education and development of skills, 
characteristics and qualifications to gain employment in such sectors.

9. How does democracy work? -Journeying through the roots of democracy, recognising 
key features and practices of democratic government. Iterating the important rights and 
responsibilities of citizens in democratic society.

10. Why do we need the law? - Why do we need law and order. How the law protects citizens. 
Different bodies within the legal system from the police, CPS, courts and prisons.

11. What does it mean to be a Christian? - 4 lessons exploring key principles, beliefs and practices 
within Christianity. Also exploring the question ‘Are we a Christian country’?

12. How does many affect my life? Including the impact of money on emotional wellbeing and 
opportunities such as education and lifestyle.

IN SUMMARY


